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Summary

• We’re in a data-rich environment.
• We must compress terrain.
• Lossy compression is preferred.
• What metric should we use?
• Today, we’ll extend ODETLAP to compress terrain

(matrices of elevation data) so that the decompressed
terrain’s slope is comparable to the original terrain’s slope
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Various terrain representations

• Fourier series.
• Spherical harmonics.
• Fractals.
• Wavelets.
• Triangulated Irregular Network2

• Matrix of elevation posts.
• Compact.
• Simple enough that accessing the data is trivial.
• Scales up.
• Regular spacing in spite of irregular information density is

not a problem if the compression algorithm can adapt. (This
point is not always appreciated)

2(Franklin, 1973)
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Why consider slope?

Slope is important for
• mobility
• erosion
• aircraft
• visibility
• recognition
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Bad commercial slope representation

Commercial SW:
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Bad commercial slope representation

Commercial SW:

Photo:
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Accurate elevations 6⇒ accurate slopes

• Ignoring errors, slope is simply f ′(x)

• But lim supi→∞ |(fi(x)− f (x)| → 0, gives no guarantees
about lim supi→∞

∣∣(f ′i (x)− f ′(x)
∣∣

• Consider two approximations to y(x) = 0

• Elevation got better but slope got worse.
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ODETLAP hard example

• input: contours with sharp corners
• output: smooth silhouette edges, inferred top
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ODETLAP process
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ODETLAP –Overdetermined Laplacian
Method

Fundamental representation for this work
• Small set of posts⇒ complete matrix of posts
• Overdetermined linear system:

• zij = hij for known points,
• 4zij = zi−1,j + zi+1,j + zi,j−1 + zi,j+1 for all nonborder points.
• Emphasize accuracy or smoothness by weighting the two

types of equations differently.

• Fills contours to a grid.
• Fill missing data holes.
• Handles

• incomplete contours,
• complete contours,
• kidney-bean contours,
• isolated points,
• inconsistent data.
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ODETLAP TIN+greedy point insertion

• Use incremental TIN to find initial set P of approx 1000
important points.

• Fit surface with ODETLAP.
• If it’s good enough, then stop.
• Find approx 30 worst points, and insert into P.
• Loop back to step 2.

Why 30? Efficiency; ODETLAP takes minutes per run.
Forbidden zone concept: In the same step, don’t insert very
close points.
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Coding the points

Goal is min size not fewest points
• Coding {(x , y , z)} to minimize size is as important as

selecting the points.
• Various approaches were presented elsewhere.
• Using more points is good, if they can be coded better.
• E.g., regular grid of points.
• If progressive transmission is not desired, then, for

irregular points, use compressed bitmap for {(x , y)} and
bzip2 for (z).
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Slope definition, accuracy

• Zevenbergen-Thorne
((

pi−1,j − pi+1,j
)
×
(
pi,j−1 − pi,j+1

))
z

• pij not used

Surface normal

i+1,j

i,j

i,j+1

i−1,j

i,j−1

Limits of slope accuracy

• 1m elevation resolution
• 30m post spacing
• slope precision:

arctan
( 1

30

)
≈ 3% ≈ 2◦

Info content
• Slope’s autocorrelation distance

is smaller than elevation’s
• However, slope has less relative

precision.
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Level-II sample datasets
400× 400 elevation matrices, elevation range

Hill1 505m Hill2 745m Hill3 500m

Mtn1 1040m Mtn2 953m Mtn3 788m
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Test 1: Do nothing

• Is doing nothing sufficient?
• I.e., In practice, if the elevation is accurate, then is the

slope accurate?
• Soso.
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ODETLAP TIN+Greedy Results

Select initial set of points with TIN, repeatedly insert points with
worst error, stop when RMS elevation error ≤ 10m.

Hill1 Hill2 Hill3 Mtn1 Mtn2 Mtn3
Elev range 505m 745m 500m 1040m 953m 788m

Orig size 320KB 320KB 320KB 320KB 320KB 320KB
Compress size 2984B 5358B 1739B 9744B 9670B 9895B
Compress ratio 107:1 60:1 184:1 33:1 33:1 32:1

# pts selected 1040 2080 520 4160 4160 4160
RMS elev err 8.49m 9.93m 8.31m 9.48m 9.55m 9.68m

RMS slope err 2.81◦ 5◦ 1.65◦ 8.34◦ 8.36◦ 7.87◦
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Elevation: size—accuracy tradeoffs
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Slopes: size—accuracy tradeoffs
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Test 2: ODETLAP on regular grid

• Use a regular grid of points instead of inserting them
greedily.

• More points needed, but
• Points compress better.

For given compressed file size
• Elevation error is smaller, but
• Slope error is larger.

This idea failed.
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Test 3: Pin down the elevation at sets
of close points

• When inserting a point into known set, also insert some
adjacent points

• Thesis: that will force the slope to be accurate there.
• Not really.
• Analogy Lagrangian interpolation.

This idea also failed.
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Test 4: Extend ODETLAP

• Explicitly incorporate slope
• New overdetermined linear system:

• unknowns: zij
• known:

• some hij ,
• some ∆x hij , hi−1,j − hi+1,j ,
• some ∆y hij , hi,j−1 − hi,j+1,

• for all nonborder points:
4zij = zi−1,j + zi+1,j + zi,j−1 + zi,j+1

• for known hij : zij = hij
• for known ∆xhij and ∆y hij :

zi−1,j − zi+1,j = ∆xhij
zi,j−1 − zi,j+1 = ∆y hij
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Mtn2 experiments
Slope error vs number of points
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Mtn2 experiments
Number of sufficiently accurate points (out of 160K points)
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Mtn2 experiments
Slope error vs compressed file size
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Path planning

• Fun to combine various projects we’ve worked on.
• multiobserver siting + path planning + surface compression

with ODETLAP
• unique feature of our path planning: plans around

complicated obstacles (viewsheds) while minimizing
complex objective:

C =
√

∆x2 + ∆y2 + ∆z2·

(
1 + max

(
0,

∆z√
∆x2 + ∆y2

))
·(1+100v)
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Many optimal paths
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Conclusions & Future

• Terrain can be compressed to as to represent slope more
accurately.

• ODETLAP represents terrain efficiently.
• Faster ODETLAP; now using RPI’s IBM Blue Gene/L (32K

processors, #7 in June 2007 top500.org list).
• ODETLAP + hydrology.
• Long term goal: procedural terrain representation, where

the math captures the structure.
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